
Adv. English 1 

To Kill a Mockingbird Analysis Essay Assignment 

Introduction: 
This essay, which is the culminating assessment for To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee, is a basic formal literary analysis utilizing 
the fundamental structure of a 3X5 Essay. We will be creating this essay a step at a time in class to ensure a solid essay structure, 
but the ideas explored in this text and your assertions will be your own. Creative insights are required for this type of essay. This 
essay will be typed with MLA formatting and in-text citations.     
 

Directions: 
Choose a passage of your choice from to Kill a Mockingbird, preferably one you have already annotated and used for a response in 
your reading responses. Then, respond to the following prompt: 
 

Prompt: 
Compose a well-organized essay in which you analyze how Lee utilizes devices such as diction, details, and language to narrate 
Scout’s experience in the passage of your choice. 
 

Requirements: 
1. An analytical thesis statement is required.  
 
2. Please adhere to the fundamental organizational structure of the 3.5 essay.  
3. 2 pages minimum – 3 pages maximum in length. 
 
4. MLA formatting and citations, complete with an MLA-formatted works cited page. 
 
5. As per MLA conventions, 12pt. font, Times New Roman, 1” margins (which means you must change the default margins in MS 

Word because they are set at 1.25”), and double-spaced throughout.  
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